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Abstract
Underwater object detection and recognition using computer vision are challenging tasks due to the poor light condition of submerged environments. For
intervention missions requiring grasping and manipulation of submerged objects,
a vision system must provide an Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) with
object detection, localization and tracking capabilities. In this paper, we describe the integration of a vision system in the MARIS intervention AUV and
its configuration for detecting cylindrical pipes, a typical artifact of interest in
underwater operations. Pipe edges are tracked using an alpha-beta filter to
achieve robustness and return a reliable pose estimation even in case of partial
pipe visibility. Experiments in an outdoor water pool in different light conditions show that the adopted algorithmic approach allows detection of target
pipes and provides a sufficiently accurate estimation of their pose even when
they become partially visible, thereby supporting the AUV in several successful
pipe grasping operations.
Keywords: underwater computer vision, robot manipulation, stereo
processing, object detection

1. Introduction
Autonomous robotic intervention in underwater environments is a growing
research field with potential applications in inspection and maintenance tasks.
Although several steps towards autonomous manipulation in harsh environments
have been made, robot manipulation in underwater scenarios like oceans is still
a very challenging problem for real-time perception and cognition. Water influences the mechanical and electrical design of the robot sub-systems, interferes
with sensors by limiting their capabilities, heavily impacts on data transmissions, and it generally requires processing units with low power consumption to
ensure an adequate mission duration. Among the various difficulties faced by
underwater vision, water may range from clear to turbid even in water pools,
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ambient light scattering varies with daylight hours and depth, strong color distortion may affect the perceived features of the object.
In this paper we present the stereo vision system that was designed in the
context of the Italian national Project MARIS [1] for an autonomous underwater
vehicle. The goal of the AUV, equipped with a robot arm with a three-fingered
hand, is to perform autonomous manipulation tasks. The main contribution of
the paper is the development and the experimental validation of a vision system
capable to detect partially visible objects of known shape and color. Previous
works regarding computer vision for underwater manipulation rested on stronger
assumptions, such as full visibility of the target object and the use of markers or
even simpler objects like boxes. In particular, we tackle the problem of designing
an underwater vision system able to detect and track cylindrical objects like
pipes. For this purpose, we exploit redundancy in actuation and adopt an
alpha-beta filter to improve object detection. Pipes are relevant objects for
grasping and transportation tasks on the underwater off-shore industry. Also,
transportation of long pipes requires cooperative floating manipulation by two
AUVs, which is the ultimate goal of the MARIS project. Cylindrical objects are
often only partially visible during the task, since they are likely to exit cameras
field of view (FoV) or be occluded by the manipulator itself. Hence, they pose
additional challenges compared with small objects. The proposed system has
been validated in an outdoor water pool manipulating cylindrical pipes with
different color and sizes in both daylight and night-time conditions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the state of the art
in underwater perception and autonomous robot intervention using computer
vision. Section 3 describes the AUV, the underwater vision system as well as
the system setup and calibration phases. In Section 4 the proposed algorithmic
solution for pipe detection and pose estimation is presented. Section 5 reports
the experimental results. Section 6 concludes the work.
2. Related Work
Autonomous robots that perform manipulation tasks require more comprehensive and accurate models of the environment than other perception systems.
For manipulation purposes, object models must include position, shape and
other relevant information such as the way objects can be grasped. To achieve
successful underwater manipulation tasks, problems like tracking and range estimation must be solved together with integration of perception with control
and navigation.
Although computer vision is a standard perceptual modality in robotics for
object detection, in underwater environments vision is not as widely used due
to the problems arising with light transmission in water. Water turbidity, color
aberrations, light reflections, and backscattering phenomena represent the major
problems with underwater computer vision applications. Common applications
of computer vision include detection and tracking of submerged artifacts [2] and
underwater SLAM [3]. Stereo vision systems have been only recently introduced
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in underwater applications due to the difficulty of calibration and the computational demand of stereo processing [4]. In [4] a robust underwater stereo vision
system was developed for large-scale 3D reconstruction and visualization using
texture-mapped surfaces at different scales.
Several approaches [5, 6] exploit color segmentation to find regions of interest
where to perform object detection and recognition. Feature-based techniques
have also been applied to salient color regions of interest or in scenarios where
prior knowledge about the object shape is available [7]. Lodi Rizzini et al. [8]
presented comparative experiments of object detection based on salient color
uniformity and sharp contours using datasets acquired in heterogeneous underwater environments.
Given the complexity of underwater perception, there are few experimental
works on autonomous underwater floating vehicles with manipulation capabilities. An extended survey on the -rather slow- evolution of these systems is
presented in [9]. The main experiments span from pioneering endeavors like
UNION [10] and AMADEUS [11] to more recent experiments like TRIDENT
[12] and PANDORA [13].
TRIDENT and PANDORA projects are among the few attempts to perform
autonomous underwater grasping and manipulation guided by computer vision.
In [5] the underwater stereo vision system used in the TRIDENT European
project is described. Object detection is performed by constructing a color
histogram in HSV space of the target object, which is a patterned box that is
always entirely visible even in the final grasping phase of object approaching. In
the performed experiments, images of the underwater site are used to estimate
the target object appearance and to train the object recognition algorithm. In
the valve turning experiment of PANDORA project, a stereo camera is used
to detect the position of a panel with a valve by using ORB features and by
exploiting knowledge of the panel geometry [7].
The analysis of previous works highlights how strong assumptions are always
made in underwater perception for robot manipulation, like full visibility of the
target object during the task and the use of markers. Hence, underwater manipulation of complex and partially observable objects is still a challenging task.
The main contribution of this paper is the reporting of a stereo vision system,
capable of detecting partially visible pipes of known color, and its integration
into an autonomous underwater vehicle.
3. Underwater System Overview: Setup and Calibration
In this section, we present the underwater robotic platform for interventions
developed with the MARIS project [1] and the role of the underwater computer
vision system. Communication among the different system modules (vision, vehicle, arm and robot hand) is a critical issue for the execution of manipulation
tasks. In particular, the system modules communicate in real-time their state
and the relative poses of their reference frames. For example, the vision subsystem requires the poses of the robotic arm joints, inertial measurements and
the velocity of the AUV, and it provides the target object frame w.r.t. the
3
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Figure 1: (a) CAD model of AUV Artù with robot arm; (b) the actual vehicle before the start
of a mission.

camera and the vehicle frames. Thus, the extrinsic calibration of the stereo
camera is an essential step for proper system integration and correct execution
of a manipulation task.
3.1. Underwater System Overview
The MARIS AUV, named Artù, has been designed by CNR-ISSIA. The
main part of the vehicle includes the buoyancy system, eight thrusters, batteries
and a canister incorporating vehicle low-level control units, power distribution,
sensors and network connections. The AUV has a modular design that simplifies
integration by decoupling the main vehicle from the payload frame that contains
all additional components, whose presence depends on the particular experiment
the vehicle is involved in. Logistics and maintenance activities are also simplified
thanks to the possibility of decoupling the vehicle from its payload. Six small
headlights are mounted on the front of the AUV, although only two of them are
pointed along the camera direction. When the scene is lighted up by natural
light, the contribution of headlights is negligible.
The robotic arm provided by University of Genova has 7 degrees of freedom
(d.o.f.) and is mounted at the bottom of the payload frame (Figure 1(a)). A
gripper –designed and assembled by University of Bologna as an improvement of
the one developed for the TRIDENT project [14]– is attached to the manipulator
wrist. The robotic hand has three fingers and its kinematic configuration allows
the execution of both power and precision grasps on objects with diameter up
to 200 mm. The underactuated gripper has 8 degrees of freedom driven by three
motors based on cable transmission. The gripper and the robot arm share the
same control unit held in a very small canister.
4

The vision system consists of the vision canister and the stereo rig with
the two camera canisters [15]. The two cameras are AVT Mako G125C GigE
mounting a Sony ICX445 1/3” high resolution color sensor, capable of acquiring
frames at 30 fps in full resolution (1292 × 964 pixels). For higher flexibility,
varifocal lenses with a focal length between 4.4 mm and 11.0 mm have been
chosen. The two cameras of the stereo vision system must be able to observe
most of the workspace of the robotic arm, possibly from a point of view in which
occlusions projected by the arm itself are reduced. Hence, the stereo rig was
placed so that it sticks out one side of the vehicle, looking down with a small
tilt angle. In robot manipulation experiments, the vision system is expected to
work at distance of about 2m from the target; hence, the two cameras have been
kept as close as possible with a resulting baseline of about 15cm. Figure 1(b)
shows the complete system, whereas Figure 2(b) illustrates the stereo camera
rig.
During manipulation, the MARIS system is highly redundant (6 d.o.f. for
the free-floating vehicle and 7 d.o.f. for the arm) and must be suitably controlled
to achieve object grasping. Redundancy makes it possible to take into account
visibility constraints (e.g. the target object terminals should be kept within
FoV) and to coordinate different tasks [16, 17]. Thus, the vision system provides
the reference frames of the target object, of its terminal part and of the grasping
point.
3.2. Calibration

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Extrinsic calibration of the stereo camera w.r.t. the AUV system by means of a
checkerboard: (a) reference frames; (b) picture of the checkerboard placed on arm joint 6.

Calibration of the vision system is a fundamental step of the integration
5

phase that enables reliable execution of manipulation and grasping tasks. The
calibration procedure relies on the accuracy of the arm kinematics. The output of the calibration phase includes different sets of parameters: the intrinsic
parameters, the relative extrinsics and the system extrinsics. The estimation
of intrinsic and relative extrinsic parameters is a standard procedure for stereo
vision cameras, usually performed by observing a checkerboard at slightly different poses. Due to light refraction through multiple materials, an underwater
camera should be modeled as an axial camera [18]. However, an axial camera
model is difficult to use with stereo processing (even for the geometric procedure illustrated in section 4.3). Hence, it is common practice in underwater
computer vision to adopt a pinhole model with the parameters obtained by an
in-water calibration using a checkerboard. The calibration parameters adopted
in the experiments reported in this paper have been estimated according to this
difficult and time-demanding in-water procedure. A less accurate alternative
is to calibrate the stereo system before immersion and to optimize parameter
values (in particular radial distortion) using ad hoc correction techniques [15]
or to find a local approximation with the pinhole model [19].
The position and orientation of the stereo camera w.r.t. the vehicle and
the robotic arm frames is given by six system extrinsic parameters. This transformation is required to plan the robot motion and to grasp the target object.
Figure 2(a) illustrates all the reference frames. The transformation of a reference
frame d w.r.t. a frame s, corresponding to homogenous matrix sd T , is labeled as
sT d. The pose of a checkerboard k w.r.t. the vision reference frame c, namely
c
k T , can be obtained from the camera. Indeed, the checkerboard was rigidly
fixed on joint 6 of the manipulator (with known fixed transformation 6k T ) and
the pose of the checkerboard was estimated w.r.t. the manipulator base b using
the arm kinematics. Figure 2(b) illustrates how the checkerboard is fixed on the
arm during calibration. Given the transformations ck T and bk T , the transformation bc T of the camera w.r.t. the base is determined. This calibration procedure
is sufficiently accurate and has enabled the manipulation experiments reported
in section 5.
4. Object Detection and Pose Estimation
In this section, we illustrate the complete algorithm for the detection of
the target object and for the estimation of its pose. As mentioned earlier,
manipulation tasks require higher accuracy than localization, mapping, terrain
classification, and even object detection and recognition. Moreover, computer
vision in underwater environment is more challenging than in standard settings
for robotic applications. Hence, to achieve successful underwater manipulation
tasks the proposed system assumes that shape and color of the target object are
known in advance, focusing on pipes with cylindrical shape and uniform color.
4.1. Pre-processing
The goal of image pre-processing is to remove disturbances due to the environment or the underwater robot system itself, and to enhance the quality
6

Figure 3: An example of robotic arm projection in the image.

of the image. The occlusion caused by the robot arm during manipulation is a
predictable disturbance. While in the initial configuration the manipulator does
not interfere with the two camera FoVs, the occlusion is almost unavoidable in
the final phase of object grasping. To prevent wrong detection, a 3D model of
the robot arm is projected in the image planes of left and right cameras using
the values of arm joints and the arm base pose (Figure 2(a)). To this purpose
a hierarchy of approximating bounding boxes is used to model the robot arm
shape. The approximate shape of robot arm is projected in the image plane of
the left camera to generate a mask as shown in Figure 3.
The object detection algorithm presented in Section 4.2 looks for regions with
uniform color and regular contour. However, the water medium modifies colors
due to light attenuation [6]. Instead of using an accurate light propagation
model, color restoration is obtained according to grey-world hypothesis [20],
which assumes that the average surface reflectance in a scene is achromatic. In
particular, we assume that the maximum response in the channels is caused by
a white patch. The mean values of RGB channels in the image, say c̄ = [r̄, ḡ, b̄],
is computed. Given the maximum mean value m̄ = max{r̄, ḡ, b̄}, the channels
of i-th pixel ci = [ri , gi , bi ] are corrected as
r̂i =

ri m̄
r̄

ĝi =

gi m̄
ḡ

b̂i =

bi m̄
b̄

(1)

This approach allows an approximate but sufficient restoration of colors (Figure 4(a)-(b)) as required for ROI detection. Alternative approaches for image enhancement compensate attenuation discrepancy along the propagation
path [21] accounting also for scattering and artificial lighting spatial distribution [22]. However, sophisticated techniques often rely on the assessment of
7
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Figure 4: Outline of pipe detection algorithm: (a) input image of target object; (b) color
restoration with grey-world hypothesis; (c) color ROI detection; (d) image rotation according
to the main orientation given by the contours of the ROI; (e) horizontal line extraction in
rotated image; (f) re-rotated lines in the original image. (g) An example of cylinder edge
detection in left and right frames: yellow lines are used for the current measurement, whereas
the purple and green lines are estimated by the edge trackers.

parameters depending on the relative position of lights and camera, and on the
camera physical model. On-the-field calibration of such parameters is a demanding and time-consuming operation. Moreover, many advanced color correction
techniques are unsuitable for online execution.
4.2. Object Detection
The object detection algorithm exploits the a priori (approximate) information about the color and the geometry of the target. Several approaches to object
detection like popular keypoint feature matching or pattern identification fail in
underwater conditions [8]. Although less general and requiring a proper compensation, color information enables the identification of the region-of-interest
(ROI). Given the ROI, the object contour lines are searched by operating in a
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limited portion of the image. Since the cylindrical shape of the object is known,
the contour of its projection in the image are contour lines. These two criteria
are exploited by the method illustrated in the following.
The algorithm operates on the unmasked portion of the image and finds
ROIs which satisfy the desired HSV channel constraints (Figure 4(c)). Each
ROI has a main orientation given by its moments. A dominant orientation in
the whole image is searched by extracting edges, by fitting segments using EDLines algorithm [23], and by building an orientation histogram with segments.
The histogram maxima represent the candidate angles, which are matched with
the ROI orientations. The selected dominant orientation corresponds to the
histogram maximum that is closest to a ROI orientation. The image is rotated
according to such dominant orientation 4(d). The rotated image simplifies the
extraction of horizontal and vertical lines. The horizontal and vertical lines are
extracted using respectively a vertical and a horizontal Sobel gradient operator.
The horizontal lines correspond to the long border of the cylinder and the vertical ones to the terminal edges. Finally, the lines are re-rotated to the original
image format (Figure 4(f)).
The extracted lines are not directly used for pose estimation. The accurate
detection of line contours is critical for the pose estimation algorithm discussed
in Section 4.3. As observed during preliminary tests, wrong detection of cylinder
contours causes wrong estimation, which in turn prevents successful execution
of grasps. To make detection robust, each edge is tracked frame-to-frame by
an alpha-beta filter, which accepts the lines as input. Line state is represented
using Hessian polar parameters (θ, ρ), and the update rates of state vector and
state velocity are respectively α = 0.5 and β = 0.1. Edge trackers improve
the robustness of the estimation by preventing missing or wrong edge detection.
The previously described procedure is performed for both left and right frames
of the stereo camera. Figure 4(g) illustrates an example of the final output of
object detection.
4.3. Pose Estimation
Robot manipulation requires accurate determination of the pose of the target
object to be grasped w.r.t. the robot system. Dense stereo processing does
not enable sufficiently robust and accurate estimation of object position and
orientation in challenging underwater environments (e.g. see [24, 8]). Moreover,
3D point cloud processing is computationally demanding and the vision system
must provide frequent evaluation of the target object pose to the control system
(about 10 Hz). To satisfy these requirements in the underwater environment,
the a priori information about the object shape is exploited. The reference
frame of the object (see Figure 5(a)) can be conveniently placed provided that
its position and orientation can be obtained from the recognizable parts in the
images. In the proposed application, the target object has a cylindrical shape,
whose main features in the image are its straight contour lines. Due to the
symmetry of the cylinder, there are two d.o.f.’s that must be specified. The first
d.o.f. to be specified is the position of the object frame origin on the cylinder
axis, which can be set if the cylinder length is known and at least one cylinder
9
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Figure 5: (a) Target object frame: its origin is in the center of the cylinder, ŷ is aligned with
the cylinder axis, ẑ is oriented with the gravity direction and x̂ is consistent with right-handed
convention. (b) Example of cylinder axis estimation from its edges in the left and right image
planes.

end is visible. The second d.o.f. to be specified is due to radial symmetry of
the object. Hence, the inertial sensor of the AUV is used to set the orientation
angle of the object frame around the cylinder axis.
Pose computation of the cylinder can be performed from a single frame or
from two frames acquired by the stereo vision system. In the first case, the radius
of the cylinder must be known in order to correctly find the cylinder symmetry
axis [25]. If the length of the cylinder cl is also known, then the cylinder position
is know completely. In particular, a cylinder is defined given the radius cr and
its axis, a line in the form c(t) = cp + cd t. In the image plane, the cylinder
⊤
contour is delimited by two lines with equations l⊤
i u = 0, where u = [ux , uy , 1]
is the pixel coordinate vector and l1 , l2 are the line coefficients. The sign of
each line coefficient vector li is conventionally chosen s.t. the cylinder lies in
the positive half-plane l⊤
i u > 0. Figure 5(b) shows the projection of cylinder
contour on left and right image planes. Let Pc be the projection matrix which
projects 3D points in the camera coordinate frame to 2D pixel coordinates using
intrinsic and distortion camera parameters. Each contour line is projected in
⊤
⊤
⊤
the 3D space as a plane πi with equation n⊤
i p + ci = 0 where [ni |ci ] = Pc li
and p a generic point in camera reference frame coordinates. Since ni points
orthogonally through the center of the cylinder, the axis line can be obtained
by intersecting both translated planes of the radius cr in n̂i direction, where
n̂i = ni /kni k. Thus, the direction of the cylinder axis is given by direction
vector cd = n̂1 × n̂2 . Let πep be the plane n⊤
ep p + cep = 0 passing through one
of the cylinder end-point with normal vector nep parallel to cd . The cylinder
center point cc is computed as


 ⊤
n1
−c1
 n⊤
 · pep =  −c2 
(2)
2
⊤
−cep
nep
cl
cc = pep + n̂ep
(3)
2
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The accuracy of this approach depends on the detection of object edges in the
image and on the camera calibration parameters.
Stereo processing can be exploited in different ways. For example, a dense
point cloud can be obtained by computing the disparity image from the two
frames and the cylinder could be found through shape fitting techniques. Although this approach is rather general and can be applied to arbitrary shapes, it
has several drawbacks. First, the point cloud density depends on the availability
of reliable homologous points and, thus, on the color and pattern of the scene.
Color uniformity facilitates the detection of the target object even in presence
of blurred and poor light conditions of underwater environments [6], but it may
result into empty regions in the disparity image. Second, the accuracy of stereo
3D estimation depends on the accuracy of camera calibration. To overstep these
drawbacks, an approach similar to the single-frame method can be performed on
a stereo image pair. The same cylindrical contour is projected in two different
image planes resulting in four major contour lines. Each line is then reprojected
in the 3D space resulting in four planes tangent to the cylinder. Let PL and
PR be the projection matrices of the left and the right cameras respectively, πLi
and πRi the planes tangent to the cylinder obtained projecting in the 3D space
the lines contour computed in both stereo images. Matrices PL and PR are
referred to the same reference frame. The direction of the cylinder axis vector
cd must be orthogonal to each plane normal vectors n̂Li and n̂Ri respectively.
Let N be the matrix whose rows are the normal vectors of planes through the
cylinder axis
 ⊤ 
nL1
 n⊤ 
L2 
(4)
N = 

n⊤
R1
⊤
nR2
The cylinder axis direction cd is estimated as the normalized vector that satisfies
the homogeneous linear equation:
N · cd = 0

(5)

Clearly, this method is consistent with the single frame case which requires just a
cross product to compute the cylinder axis vector. Moreover, solving (5) is more
robust in presence of noisy data as can be the projection of lines in 3D space.
This method does not require all the projected planes. If there are only two
planes with normals n̂1 and n̂2 , the cylinder axis is estimated like in the single
frame case without loss of generality. Similarly to the single frame method, let
πep be the plane passing through one of the cylinder end-point detected in one
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of the stereo images. Then, the cylinder center point is obtained as


 ⊤ 
nL1
−cL1
−cL2 

 n⊤
L2 


 ⊤
n  · pep = −cR1 



 R1
−cR2 

n⊤
R2
−cep
n⊤
ep
cl
cc = pep + n̂ep
2

(6)

(7)

The cylinder reference frame cannot be estimated without ambiguity due to
the intrinsic symmetry of the cylinder. Several conventions can be exploited to
attach a frame on the cylinder axis.
When the terminal edge of the cylinder does not lie in camera FoVs or is
occluded by the robot arm, the method illustrated before is unable to estimate
the pose, but it returns the cylinder axis. Moreover, sporadic errors in the
edge extraction may cause wrong pose estimation, which affects the execution
of grasping by the controller. To prevent wrong estimation and to exploit also
partial estimation, we developed a pose tracking algorithm that provides the
target pose st = [sr,t , sq,t ] to the control system, where sr,t ∈ R3 is the position
vector and sq,t ∈ SO(3) the unit quaternion corresponding to the orientation
w.r.t. the camera. The measurement zt extracted from the stereo camera
is either a frame or a frame fixed on the cylinder axis, when no terminal is
observed. The measurements of AUV inertial sensor are used to predict the
pose s̄t from previous target pose st−1 . In both cases, the algorithm computes
the position and angular displacement of zt with s̄t . If the position or angular
displacement are above a given threshold (in our experiments respectively 1 m
and 30 deg), then the measurement is rejected and the previous estimation is
kept st = s̄t . Otherwise, the novel object pose st is computed by interpolating
s̄t and zt as
sr,t = (1 − α)s̄r,t + αsr,t

sq,t = Slerp(α, s̄q,t , αzq,t )

(8)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is an innovation coefficient and Slerp() is the quaternion spherical linear interpolation. When only the cylinder axis is estimated, the frame
origin zr,t is computed by projecting s̄r,t on the estimated axis. More advanced
approaches could have been used (e.g. an extended Kalman filter) at the expense
of more accurate system modeling, calibration of additional parameters and
careful management of outlier measurements. The proposed tracking algorithm
provides a trade-off between robustness, real-time computation constraints and
easiness in design and modeling.
5. Experiments
Experiments have been performed in an outdoor water pool with the system
described in Section 3, with the goal of testing its underwater manipulation
and grasping capabilities based on the developed vision system. Tests have
12

Figure 6: Successful pipe grasping sequence in night-time conditions, from pipe approach
(left) to pipe recovery (right). Top line: view from the pool border. Center line: underwater
images recorded by the AUV camera (post-processed to enhance scene visibility). Bottom
line: frames recorded by camera mounted on a small ROV (VideoRay).

Figure 7: Successful pipe grasping sequence in daylight conditions.

taken place in different weather and light conditions (sunny, cloudy, night using
vehicle lights), in reasonably clear, shallow water (from 3m to 4m depth). For
additional safety in pool-based experiments, the pipe to be detected is suspended
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Figure 8: Night trials: robot end-effector position and angular errors with respect to the
grasping goal in two pipe-approaching trials. Object is grasped at about time 53s in trial (a)
and 162s in trial (b).

slightly above the floor. The pipe length is about 1m and its radius 5cm. In the
experiments reported in this section a yellow pipe is used as a target, although
different colors have been used in other experimental sessions. At the beginning
of the task the vehicle is operated in a remotely guided mode to explore the
nearby environment until the target pipe is detected by the vision system. As
soon as the pipe pose is consistently estimated, the vision system returns the
goal frame for camera tracking and the vehicle becomes autonomous. The AUV
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Figure 9: Day-time trials: robot end-effector position and angular errors with respect to the
grasping goal in two pipe-approaching trials. Object is grasped at about time 14s in trial (a)
and 4s in trial (b).

control switches to free-floating mode, which means that the system comprising
vehicle and arm is considered as a single entity with appropriate goals. In
particular, the free-floating control aims at reaching two objectives: to keep
the left camera centered on its tracking reference frame, in order to maintain
the best feasible view, and to let the robot end-effector reach the grasping goal
frame.
Figures 6 and 7 show snapshot sequences of two successful pipe grasping
executed respectively in night and daylight conditions. Videos of the experi-
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ments can also be found in http://rimlab.ce.unipr.it/Maris.html. In particular,
the night sequence shows the views from the swimming pool border, from the
left camera of the AUV and from an underwater external camera. During the
initial phase, the target object is not occluded by the robot arm, which stays in
pre-grasping configuration, and a larger portion of the object is visible. Once
the AUV approaches the target, automatic removal of the arm shape is essential
to prevent error. Moreover, in the last stage the object is often not completely
visible (e.g. Figure 4(g)) and in some frames the terminal edge of the pipe is
either outside the camera FoV or occluded by the arm. The cylinder terminals
are not visible on average 10 − 20% of stereo camera frames and up to 80%,
when the AUV approaches the target object along its axis. In these cases, the
proposed pose estimation methods can only provide the cylinder axis and the
tracking algorithm is essential to provide the reference frame based on previous
estimation. In spite of these difficulties, the robot has successfully accomplished
several vision-guided grasping trials in the different conditions discussed above.
Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the trend of position and angular errors between
the arm end-effector frame and the goal frame in four successful grasping experiments. The results in Figure 8(a)-(b) refer to night conditions similar to
Figure 6, whereas those in Figure 9(a)-(b) refer to daylight conditions similar
to Figure 7. The contribution of AUV headlights to the scene luminance is
important only during night-time experiments, whereas in presence of natural
light it is negligible. In the latter case, the value of camera exposure is smaller
than in the night-condition case, but the algorithm parameters have not been
changed. Experiments have been successfully performed in both conditions.
In the grasping experiments, the goal frame is fixed w.r.t. the object frame
(see Figure 5(a)) and close to the object terminal. All the errors (Figures 8
and 9) tend to decrease during a grasping trial as the robot approaches the
object until their values are below a grasping tolerance set for the robotic hand.
At that time a grasp command is issued by the AUV control system. After
a successful grasp, the errors in pipe pose estimation tend to increase due to
hand occlusion and object motions (see 9(a)-(b)), but this pose estimation is
no longer required by the AUV control system. The residual values of position
and angular errors are due to several causes, including inaccurate estimation
of calibration parameters (camera frame w.r.t. robot base frame, end-effector
frame w.r.t. joint, etc.), errors in object pose estimation and control system
policy. Moreover, the tolerance on the pitch angle, i.e. the angle around the
cylinder axis, is higher due to the symmetry of the object. In all trials, the roll
and yaw errors are less than 3◦ . The position displacement is about or less than
15cm for all trials at the robotic hand grasp. The accuracy obtained in pipe
pose estimation has proven sufficient to achieve object grasps with the MARIS
AUV system.
6. Conclusion
In this work, a stereo vision system was presented for an AUV devoted to
grasping and transportation of pipes, typical tasks of the underwater off-shore
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industry. Successful underwater grasping experiments have been reported in
different light conditions, even in the case of partially observable objects.
In future work, it is planned to perform experiments using visual feedback in
more challenging tasks such as cooperative floating manipulation between two
AUVs that require coordination and exchange of information about the common
object to be grasped and the state of the vehicles.
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